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Compromising high strength and ductility in
nanoglass–metallic glass nanolaminates
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We use large-scale molecular-dynamics simulations to investigate the deformation and failure mechanisms
associated with tensile loading of 50 nm diameter Cu64Zr36 nanolaminate nanopillars constructed either as
5 nm thick layers of metallic glass (MG) or alternating 5 nm thick layers of MG and 5 nm grain sized nanoglass
(NG). The MG–MG nanolaminate exhibits delayed shear band formation and diﬀused shear banding failure
while the NG–MG nanolaminate shows exceptional plasticity to a strain of 3 ¼ 0.15 prior to a necking-type
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failure. The MG–MG nanopillar has approximately the same restricted ductility and 15% lower strength
than a reference MG nanopillar. The NG–MG nanopillar, on the other hand, retains the same level of
ductility but displays 20% higher strength than a reference NG nanopillar. These results suggest that
nanolaminates of NG and MG oﬀer promise for creating structures that combine outstanding strength
and ductility.

1. Introduction
Eliminating the trade-oﬀ between strength and ductility is
a long-standing goal in materials science and engineering.
Methods that have been developed in the past decade to
construct tailored microstructures oﬀer promise towards
greatly improving the performance of existing materials. Here
we focus on constructing microstructures that could improve
the strength and ductility of metallic glass components. In 1960
metallic glasses (MGs) were synthesized by fast quenching
methods to increase the strength of conventional metals.1 MGs
possess distinctive properties compared to their conventional
metallic crystalline counterparts, such as high strength and
hardness, and the ability to store relatively high levels of elastic
strain energy.2–4 However, their low ductility limits their wide
spread use.5 Diﬀerent strategies have been devised that have the
potential to produce materials that will overcome this limitation. The use of composites and nanostructured MGs has been
highlighted as the most promising approach. For example, the
properties of MGs can be altered by the introduction of a high
density of defects into their structure.6,7 Such an example is the
nanoglass (NG), which is generated by cold compression of
glassy nanoparticles.6,8–10 By introducing glass–glass interfaces
with excess free volume and modied structure, NGs show
enhanced ductility compared to corresponding MGs, but lower
strength.11–14 The continuous reduction in strength with respect
to grain size is the result of the increased volume fraction of
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glass–glass interfaces. Cu64Zr36 bulk NG with a 5 nm average
grain size retains only about 40% of the original MG strength
while showing nearly homogeneous superplasticity. Developing
methods to reduce the strength–ductility tradeoﬀ of NGs is an
important challenge. One approach is the creation of
a composite made by mixing diﬀerent compositions of MG or
NG particles or NGs with diﬀerent grain sizes.15,16 Another
approach is to create superstructures combining layers of MG
and NG. Here we adopted the second strategy and investigate
whether nanopillar-shaped nanolaminates constructed either
as layers of MG or alternating layers of MG and NG can achieve
combined high strength and high ductility.

2.

Methodology

All nanopillars investigated have the composition Cu64Zr36.
Nanolaminate nanopillars and reference MG and NG nanopillars are of cylindrical geometry with 50 nm diameter, aspect
ratio 2.5, and contain approximately 16 million atoms. The
interatomic forces are calculated using the embedded atom
model potential developed by Cheng et al.17 A time steps of 5 fs
is employed in the integration of the equations of motion.
Nanolaminate nanopillar models are constructed from previously generated MG and NG nanopillars. MG nanopillars
models are generated from bulk metallic glass samples formed
using a cooling rate of 1010 K s1 from the liquid state, as
described previously.4,13,14 NG nanopillars are generated from
the corresponding MG structure using the Poisson-Voronoi
tessellation method.18–20 MG and NG nanopillar models of
identical dimensions are employed in the procedure used to
generate the nanolaminate sample. Layers are lled with corresponding volume of material from either the original MG or
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NG model. To produce a reference MG–MG nanolaminate
sample, all atoms in the original periodic MG system are
translated by applying a random shi to positions before each
layer is lled. To avoid atomic overlapping at interfaces layers
are lled until they reach a distance of 1 Å from the mathematically dened interfaces. In addition, aer the nanolaminate model is produced, atoms are removed as necessary to
ensure that no pair of atoms is closer than 2.2 Å. This step is
motivated by the fact that in the CuZr bulk MG structure the
average nearest neighbor distances are 2.7 Å for Cu–Cu, 3 Å for
Cu–Zr, and 3.1 Å for Zr–Zr. Subsequently, the MG–MG and NG–
MG nanolaminates are sintered by applying hydrostatic pressure of 3 GPa at a temperature of 50 K for 0.04 ns. This process
ensure that the interfacial atomic structure is relaxed and
porosity is minimized. The sintering is followed by relaxation of
the system at zero pressure and 50 K for 0.04 ns. All samples are
simulated under uniaxial tensile tests at the strain rate of 4 
108 s1. Periodic boundary conditions are applied along the
loading direction, and traction-free surfaces are used along the
lateral directions. The temperature is maintained at 50 K
throughout the loading. Engineering stress is calculated as the
average atomic stress in the system based on the virial stress
denition21 and the use of the initial volume of the nanopillar
model. The generation and evolution of local plastic deformation in the system is investigated by using the local atomic von
Mises shear strain, hMises.22 MD simulations are performed with
LAMMPS23 and visualizations with OVITO.24

3.

Results and discussions

In order to characterize the strength and ductility of the MG–
MG and NG–MG nanolaminates, simulations are rst performed on reference nanopillars made from pure MG and NG.

Fig. 1 Illustrations of the 50 nm diameter Cu64Zr36 metallic glass (MG)
nanopillars used in the simulations. (a) Nanoglass (NG) with 5 nm grain
size, (b) nanolaminate MG with 5 nm thick layers, (c) NG–MG nanolaminate with alternating 5 nm tick layers of MG and NG with 5 nm
grain size. Grains and layers are shown in diﬀerent colors to highlight
the nanostructure.
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The nanopillars are illustrated in Fig. 1. For visualization
purposes, layers and grains are displayed in diﬀerent colors in
order to highlight the nanostructures. We note that it has been
reported that MGs undergo size dependent plasticity; smooth
surface MG nanopillars with diameter less than 5 nm show
extended plasticity and necking failure. However, smooth
surface MG nanopillars with diameter of 50 nm are brittle and
fail by shear band propagation with restricted plasticity.25 Here,
we explore the strength and ductility associated with MG–MG
nanolaminates composed of 5 nm thick layers arranged along
the cylinder axis. For the NG–MG nanolaminate, the NG layers
have 5 nm average grain sizes. We note that previous studies
revealed that bulk NGs undergo a transition from inhomogeneous deformation by single shear banding to homogeneous
deformation and superplastic ow as grain sizes are
reduced.13,14 It has also been reported that NG nanopillars with
5 nm grain size exhibit necking failure and enhanced plasticity
at the expense of their strength.26 Nanopillars are simulated
under tensile loading along their axes, i.e. perpendicular to the
nanolaminate interfaces. In a previous investigation of MG–NG
systems27 tensile loading was applied parallel to the interfaces
resulting in no apparent improvement in ductility and change
in failure mode as compared to reference MG systems. As
a required step to understand the general dependence of the
strength and ductility of the nanolaminates on the direction of
tensile loading the simulations here are performed using the
other extreme case with the tensile loading applied perpendicular to the interfaces.
Either compressive or tensile loading may be used to evaluate the mechanical properties. However, to evaluate both
strength and ductility it is critical to perform tensile loading
testing in order to evaluate failure instabilities under complex
stress such as shear banding, necking, etc. Therefore, we performed tensile loading simulations of all nanopillars. The
tensile loading engineering stress–strain plots for the four
nanopillars investigated are shown in Fig. 2. It is observed that
the maximum stress (ultimate tensile strength) achieved by MG/
NG/MG–MG/NG–MG nanopillars is 3.67/2.11/3.19/2.56 GPa,
respectively. As expected both nanolaminates show strength
values between the strength of the MG nanopillar and the NG

Tensile loading engineering stress–strain curves for the MG,
NG, nanolaminate MG, and nanolaminate NG–MG nanopillars.

Fig. 2
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nanopillar. The MG layers impart a signicant strengthening to
the reference NG pillar, as evidenced by the 20% increase in
strength (2.11 GPa to 2.56 GPa). Moreover, Fig. 2 shows that for
both the MG and the MG–MG nanopillars there is a sharp stress
drop immediately aer the ultimate stress that results from the
generation of a shear band. This contrasts with the gradual
strain soening associated with the plasticity that develops in
the NG–MG nanopillars. As expected, the introduction of the
planar interfaces perpendicular to the loading direction lead to
an ultimate stress of the MG–MG system, 3.19 GPa, 15% lower
than the 3.67 GPa strength of the MG nanopillar. The two
systems, however, exhibit similar restricted ductility. The
results clearly indicate that tailoring of NG–MG nanolaminates
oﬀer promise for achieving combined strength and ductility.
The atomic-level deformation mechanisms responsible for
the stress–strain curves are examined through the distribution
of atomic local shear strain. Regions with large atomic shear
strain indicate high density of shear transformation zones
(STZs).28 Fig. 3 illustrates the deformation prole and the failure
mechanism in all samples including the reference MG and NG
structures. The contrast in deformation modes is sharp. The
MG nanopillar, as shown in Fig. 3(a), develops well-dened
deformation paths throughout its structure in the form of
embryo shear bands. These embryos further develop into
competing shear bands, which propagate across the system
releasing elastic energy. Eventually a single shear band dominates the deformation prole and failure proceeds by propagation of this shear band throughout the nanopillar crosssection. On the other hand, Fig. 3(b) shows that the ductility
and the ultimate failure of the 5 nm grain sized NG nanopillar is
the result of necking. As discussed in detail previously8,11–14,29–32
the NG design has a profound eﬀect on the intrinsic failure
mechanism of MGs. As can be seen in the frames of Fig. 3(b) the
initial plastic deformation is distributed throughout the volume
and follows the ne network of the soer glass/glass interfaces.
At a strain of 3  0.25, the deformation starts to localize and
failure proceeds by generation of a well-dened necking.
A rather diﬀerent scenario denes the deformation and
failure of the nanolaminates, illustrated in Fig. 3(c) and (d). In
Fig. 3(c) one can see the deformation prole for the nanolaminate nanopillar composed of layers of MG material. Interestingly, Fig. 3(c) shows that the onset of plastic deformation in
the MG–MG pillar occurs predominantly along the interfaces of
the MG layers. This result is intriguing.
The MG–MG glass–glass interfaces were characterize in
detail in a previous investigations of NG.14 It was demonstrated
that these regions have excess free volume and distinguished
structure when compared to that of MG. For the MG composition employed here, Cu64Zr36, glass–glass interfaces have
1.1% excess free volume and a thickness of 1.38 nm. The
analysis of the Voronoi tessellation statistics indicates that
structurally the interfaces are very similar to shear band
regions. Therefore, MG–MG interfaces are relatively so and
weaker regions as compared to the MG layers. Consequently,
the material at the interfaces reaches its elastic limit earlier
than the material within the bulk of the MG layers. Therefore, it
is reasonably expected that the MG–MG interfaces will
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Fig. 3 Illustrations of the deformation and failure of (a) MG, (b) NG, (c)
nanolaminate MG, and (d) nanolaminate NG–MG nanopillars. The
color indicates the von Mises local atomic shear strain, hMises. For
clarity, only atoms with hMises > 0.2 are shown. Illustrations are
produced from visualizations of a 1 nm thick slice along the nanopillars
cutting their cross section.

accommodate the initial plastic deformation. On the other
hand, the MG–MG interfaces in this work are designed to be
perpendicular to the strain loading direction. It is expect that
such design will prevent premature plasticity i.e. sliding of MG
layers against each other, since the Schmid factor, and as
a consequence the resolved shear stress along the interfaces,
will be zero.33 Nonetheless, one can clearly observe that significant plastic deformation do take place at the MG–MG interfaces creating a peculiar prole of deformation. It should be
noted that the initial constrained plastic deformation at the
MG–MG interfaces delay the build up of stress in the system and
extend the deformation that the nanopillar can withstand
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before failure by shear band propagation. Even though similar
to the failure of the MG nanopillar, the MG–MG nanolaminate
shows a relatively broad strain localization region. Although
shear oﬀ set is clearly seen the dominant shear band is diﬀused
and signicantly thicker than the corresponding band in the
MG pillar. Therefore, from the proles of deformation in
Fig. 3(a) and (c) one can see that the deformation of MG and
MG–MG nanopillars bear similarities and diﬀerences. While
both ultimately fail by propagation of a dominant shear band
the latter shows enhanced plasticity rooted at the interfaces.
That creates the horizontal pattern of deformation seen in the
rst panel of Fig. 3(c). In contrast, the rst panel of Fig. 3(a)
shows a 45-degree pattern, characteristic of the generation of
precursor shear bands.
The deformation and failure of the NG–MG nanopillar is
illustrated in Fig. 3(d) and highlight the mechanism responsible for its good combination of strength and ductility. As expected, due to the presence of highly ductile NG layers, the
initial plastic deformation of these structures is spread
throughout the volume. One can see the eﬀects of the NG design
manifesting strongly in the deformation of the NG–MG nanopillars. The enhancement of the ductility induced solely by the
presence of interfaces, as noted in the MG–MG nanopillar, is
also active in the NG–MG though it is rather mild compared to
the homogenization of the deformation caused by the presence
of the highly ductile NG layers. At the extended deformation of 3
¼ 0.158 strain localization starts to build up in the system
though in a signicantly more homogeneous mode than in the
MG–MG nanolaminate nanopillars. One can see the formation
of necking in two spots along the NG–MG nanopillar. Eventually, the necking at one of the regions dominate the deformation prole and the failure occurs by the development of a welldened necking region that fails at strain in excess to 3 ¼ 0.4,
indicating an outstanding plastic deformation of the NG–MG
nanolaminate nanopillar.
Additional insights into the plastic deformation of the
nanopillars are provided by the fraction of the atoms with large
shear strain. That information provides insights into the onset
and development of plastic deformations and indicates the
volume of each nanopillar, which is contributing to the
observed plastic deformation. Here the fraction of atoms with
large atomic shear strain is calculated based on the von Mises
shear strain assuming a threshold of hMises ¼ 0.2, following
previous investigations.13,14 Based on Fig. 2 and 3 the results
shown in Fig. 4 indicates that the fraction of atoms involved in
plastic deformation for all nanopillars rises steadily at the yield
point, slightly earlier for the nanolaminates and NG nanopillars. The fractions reach a steady value at the point where
either a shear band propagates through the nanopillar cross
section, in the case of MG and MG–MG nanopillars, or necking
starts to develop, in the case of NG and NG–MG nanopillars.
Two important insights can be extracted from the curves of
Fig. 4. First, the MG–MG nanolaminate design enhances to
a limited degree the fraction of atoms involved in plastic
deformation compared to the pure MG case. This result is
directly related to the presence of glass–glass interfaces in this
design. Second, the fraction of atoms involved in plasticity in
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Fig. 4 Analysis of atomic deformation engagement in MG and NG
reference nanopillars as well as MG–MG and NG–MG nanolaminate
nanopillars based on the fraction of atoms with hMises > 0.2 during
deformation.

the NG–MG nanolaminate is about double that of the MG or
MG–MG nanolaminate, implying an exceptional enhancement
of plasticity caused by the introduction of NG layers in the
nanolaminates. That illustrates the plastic deformation in the
NG–MG is eﬀectively delocalized and similar to that experienced by the exceptionally plastic NG nanopillars. One should
note that the fraction of atoms involved in the deformation is
very particular to the system simulated and depends directly on
several factors such as the system size, aspect ratio, and strainrate applied. Nonetheless, the sharp contrast between the
mechanical properties of the NG–MG nanolaminate nanopillar
and that of the MG nanopillar is expected to be independent of
such factors.
The data shown in Fig. 4 can be used to further quantify the
plastic deformation and enhancement of ductility in the NG–
MG nanolaminate nanopillar. It is not trivial to pinpoint the
exact location of the yield point given thermal uctuations and
the eﬀect of the high strain rate utilized. Nonetheless, assuming
that the fraction of atoms with large shear strain at 1% indicates
unambiguously the yield point we can use Fig. 4 to estimate the
yield strain. From the data in Fig. 4 the yield strain is estimated
for MG/NG/MG–MG/NG–MG at 3 ¼ 0.062/0.031/0.046/0.039.
Based on that the yield stress estimated from the data shown
in Fig. 2 for MG/NG/MG–MG/NG–MG is 3.46/1.42/2.51/1.95 GPa.
The rise of localization and failure of the nanopillars, either by
shear banding or necking, can also be estimated from Fig. 4.
Taking the maximum of each curve as a failure point, where no
additional local plastic deformation occurs in the nanopillars,
indicates a fracture strain for MG/NG/MG–MG/NG–MG at 3 ¼
0.18/0.23/0.19/0.26. We dene ductility in the context of this
work as both the ability to fail by necking and the ability to
generate and develop inelastic deformation (plasticity) until
failure, either by shear banding or necking. It is clear from Fig. 3
that both the NG and NG–MG nanopillars are eﬀective at constraining the propagation of shear bands and fail by necking.
From the values of yield strain and fracture strain mentioned
previously we can estimate the total plastic strain for MG/NG/
MG–MG/NG–MG to be 3 ¼ 0.118/0.199/0.144/0.221. Therefore,
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using both denitions the NG–MG nanolaminate nanopillar
presents a signicant enhancement of ductility.
It is instructive to compare the predictions of this work with
closely related investigations of metallic glasses and nanoglasses. In a recent work Sha et al.27 investigated the mechanical
properties of a CuZr metallic glass coated with a CuZr 5 nm
grain size nanoglass layer. Since shear bands oen are nucleated at the surfaces of metallic glasses, the results of this study
showed delay shear band formation and accommodation of the
initial overall deformation as plastic events in the nanoglass
coating layer. Nonetheless, the coated metallic glass systems fail
by propagation of a dominant shear band with limited
increased in overall ductility. However, the results are important and suggest that nanoglass coating maybe used eﬀectively
to increase surface aw tolerance in bulk metallic glasses. Using
a diﬀerent approach Sha et al.16 investigated the strength and
ductility of a CuZr bimodal grain sized nanoglass. They created
composite NGs by combining nanoglass grains of 5 nm and
15 nm at diﬀerent proportions. From previous work on CuZr
NG13,14 it is known that NGs with 5 nm grain size are superplastic while signicantly weaker than the MG counterpart. On
the other hand NG with 15 nm grain size preserve most of the
strength of the MG while still presenting limited increased in
plasticity and still failing by shear banding. The results showed
that at a suitable fraction combination the bimodal grain sized
NGs is able to increase strength by 10% compared to that of
the 5 nm NG architecture while still preserving the superplasticity. The results of our work resonate with the conclusions of
the two previously discussed investigations. In order to take full
advantage of the superior ductility of small grain size NG it
should be used in carefully designed architectures e.g., as
a coating to impart surface aw tolerance, in a bimodal grain
size NG to impart high ductility to a large and strong grain size
NG, or by making nanolaminates with MG to improve signicantly the strength while preserving the ductility of the NG.
The idea of using nanolaminates of a metallic glass with
ductile materials, such as crystalline metals, to obtain a strong
and ductile combined material has been explored recently.34–38
Wang et al.34,35 fabricated Cu–CuZr nanolaminates with 5–10
nm CuZr amorphous layers intercalated with 35 nm crystalline Cu layers. Tensile loading tests revealed that the nanolaminates have exceptional ductility, with no necking, and an
elongation to failure of 14%, which is much higher than that
observed in crystalline–crystalline nanolaminates, typically
<2%. Atomistic simulations showed that the thin CuZr amorphous layer in the nanolaminates no longer develop shear
bands and that it serves as an eﬀective sink for dislocations
produced in the Cu crystalline thicker layers. Interestingly, the
amorphous–crystal interfaces are also identied as sources for
dislocation nucleation and emission. Kim et al.36,37 evaluated
the mechanical response of nanolaminates with alternating
thicker layers of amorphous CuZr with 112 nm and thinner
layers of crystalline Cu with 16 nm. The results show strength
of 2.5 GPa, 25% better than for pure amorphous CuZr. Catastrophic failure typical of metallic glasses was suppressed and
samples failed with a strain of 4%. In a closely related investigation Guo et al.38 performed nanoindentation on Cu–CuZr
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nanolaminates with Cu layers of 10 nm and CuZr layers of 100
nm and the results suggest that the deformation proceeds by
coupling of dislocations in the crystalline layer to shear bands
in the amorphous layer. This coupling induces displacement of
crystalline clusters into the amorphous layers leading to an
intense chemical mixing in a 2–3 nm layer at the interface
generating an eﬀective amorphous–crystalline nanocomposite.
The results of our work show that the non-dislocation based
plasticity induced in a NG layer is delocalized and spread along
the whole NG laminate volume. Therefore, in sharp contrast
with the Cu–CuZr nanolaminates, the NG ductile layer does not
actively promote the generation and propagation of shear bands
in the MG layers of the NG–MG nanolaminate. On the other
hand, if eventual shear bands generated in the MG layers
propagate and reach the NG–MG interface, they are not expected to generate further localized plastic deformations in the
NG layer, in contrast with the predicted dislocation propagation
in the crystalline Cu layer in the Cu–CuZr nanolaminates.
Hence, the overall ductility in the NG–MG nanolaminates is
expected to be superior to that presented in the Cu–CuZr
nanolaminates, since the former is able to promote delocalization of the plastic deformation more eﬀectively. In addition,
the link of local plastic events in the crystalline Cu layer,
dislocations, and amorphous CuZr layer, shear bands, is
nonexistent in the NG–MG nanolaminates.
As a nal note, it should be highlighted that this work is
a proof of concept and is not intended to prescribe an optimal
combination to construct a nanolaminate structure to optimize
strength and ductility. While the results show a signicant
improvement in strength from the 5 nm grain size NG of about
20% that should not be considered a limit. Future works should
evaluate the eﬀects of grain size, NG layer thickness, and the
distance between NG layers. It should be noted that another
important phenomena observed for small grain size NG and
constrained MG systems is completely neglected here, i.e. strain
hardening. In a previous investigation by Adibi et al.26 it was
highlighted that 3 nm grain sized CuZr NG exhibit strain
hardening until failure by necking occurs. Tensile loading
experiments39 and simulations40 of deeply notched MG samples
also show evidence of densication and strain hardening. It is
therefore expected that carefully designed NG–MG nanolaminates can be built to capitalize on the strain hardening of
the NG layer in order to optimize the overall plasticity and
strength of the nanolaminate architecture.

4. Conclusions
We performed MD simulations to characterize the deformation
and failure mechanisms of Cu64Zr36 MG–MG and NG–MG
nanolaminates, and have shown that structural heterogeneity is
an eﬀective strategy to tailor the mechanical properties of
metallic glasses and achieve combined exceptional strength
and ductility. By using nanolaminates the failure transitions
from the propagation of a discrete shear band to a distributed
plastic-type behavior (that one can consider embryo-sized nanoshear bands) that ultimately produces necking. The results
presented here can be considered a computational-based proof
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of concept that by alternating layers of MG and NG one can
construct nanopillars whose strength is signicantly higher
than homogeneous NG structures while retaining their high
ductility. Future studies are required to determine the eﬀects of
the diameter and aspect ratio on strength and ductility of the
pillars. In addition, it is also important to characterize the
possible interaction between glass–glass interfaces and how the
ductility of the nanolaminates depends on the thickness of the
layers for both MG–MG and NG–MG cases.
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